
Reduce Uncertainty & Take
Control of Your Financial Future
INFINITE  BANKING WITH WHOLE LIFE INSURANCE
CASH FLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

EARLY CASH ACCUMULATION

ACCESSIBLE FOR ANY PURPOSE

TAX-FREE POTENTIAL

BUSINESS/INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

LEGACY PLANNING 



Infinite Banking whole life policies are designed for 

immediate Cash Values.  Policyholders have access to 

money via tax-free policy loans for any reason – 

secured by available cash value as collateral – without 

interrupting the growth.

You can never be turned down for a loan from available 

cash values. No lengthy applications to fill out. No 

credit score checks necessary. 

With Infinite Banking as a foundation for 

uninterrupted  savings and cash flow management, the 

cash values become a banking like facility you own, 

control, and use with no market risk to create wealth. 

Loan repayments on your policy are unstructured and 
decided by you. You choose the amount of the loan 
repayment.  You also choose whether to increase, 
decrease, or even stop the loan repayment. Interest 
charged by the life insurance company is calculated at 
simple interest allowing you to pay off the policy loan 
as quickly as possible.
 
Cash values grow uninterrupted – no market 
correlation -  allowing policyowners to take advantage 
of more opportunities – from financing cars and boats 
to purchasing residential and commercial investment 
property.

 
Take control of your cash flow and money from 
traditional banks. There are no surrender penalties 
with a properly designed Infinite Banking Whole Life 
insurance policy. 

No early withdrawal penalties or  age requirements 
that require withdrawals like with  401k/IRA plans. 
Access your cash value tax-free via policy loans 
whenever you need or want.  Always on your terms and 
with peace of mind.

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR FINANCES

Become Your Own 
Banker

An Infinite Banking Concept  policy is a private 

contract between you and the life insurance company. 

It was not created by Congress and therefore the rules 

and restrictions that apply to 401k/IRA’s are not 

applicable with this contract.

This is a financial strategy that allows you to park your 

after-tax dollars into an ultra-safe, ultra-liquid life 

insurance contract for uninterrupted growth with

total control and peace of mind – exactly like the banks 

do with their cash reserves. 

Unlike stock market or real estate gains, interest and dividends once credited to an Infinite 

Banking  designed Whole Life contract  are locked-in, never exposed to future losses.



DESIGNING A PLAN FOR MAXIMUM
CASH ACCUMULATION
 
Wall Street advisors, tax professionals, and even your 
typical life insurance agent recommend life insurance 
options that obtain the maximum death benefit with 
little to no cash value growth.  This is the exact 
opposite of the Infinite Banking strategy where we 
focus on the high early cash values and the benefits 
that come with it.
 
To better understand why and how  the Infinite 
Banking Concept strategy works, you must understand 
a few things:
 
➔ Only Authorized Infinite Banking practitioners 

have passed the required training from the 
Nelson Nash Institute and adhere to a code of 
ethics for working with the public to 
implement the Infinite Banking strategy.

➔ The strategy endorses  only specific type of 
Whole Life contracts  with  guaranteed level 
premiums.  This eliminates increasing 
premium costs in later years unlike variable, 
indexed (IUL), or other Universal life policies 
that expose policyholders to unnecessary risks 
like rising premiums.

➔ While there must be an insurable interest, the 
primary benefit desired is to build and access 
available Tax-Free cash values with the 
minimum use of death benefit.  IBC 
practitioners do this by incorporating a 
Paid-Up Additions (PUA) rider for maximum 
cash value growth from day one.

  
Infinite Banking is about the maximization of your cash 
value for living purposes so you can bypass banks and 
Wall Street without the middle man!

Why Dividend-Paying 
Whole Life 
Insurance?

HISTORY OF DIVIDEND-PAYING WHOLE LIFE 
INSURANCE CONTRACTS

Cash value accumulated within Whole Life insurance 

contracts are protected and guaranteed to increase 

every year – for life – no matter what happens in the 

stock or real estate markets. Your money is secured by 

the assets of a Legal Reserve life insurance company, 

none of which are traded on any stock exchange. The 

companies endorsed by JLM Wealth Strategies for the 

Infinite Banking Concept (IBC) strategy are all mutual 

companies with track records of never missing a 

dividend. Some of these financial institutions even 

pre-date the Civil War!

Markets can be volatile. From the stock market to the 

real estate market, even the most “conservative” 

investments can take a downturn. But what if you 

could take control of your money and your financial 

future without being exposed to market risk? Through 

the little-known financial strategy, called Infinite 

Banking Concept (IBC), you and your family can enjoy 

the security and peace-of-mind of having both 

guaranteed cash value  growth AND cash liquidity. 

POLICY STRUCTURE IS CRUCIAL



DUAL  COMPOUNDING POTENTIAL

Leverage your existing cash value while it continues to 

grow uninterrupted. By putting your money in two 

places at one time, it can compound twice as fast.

INVESTMENT AND TAX DIVERSIFICATION

Protect yourself from market volatility while enjoying  

TAX-FREE  liquidity and convenience.  Diversify your 

portfolio to include  taxable, tax-deferred, and tax-free 

assets.  How well diversified are you?

GENERATIONAL WEALTH ATTAINMENT

Enjoy the peace of mind of a properly designed Whole 

Life insurance policy  provides. With a guaranteed 

death benefit and a rate lock that will not change as 

you age, you can preserve more wealth and reduce 

taxes to your beneficiaries.

HIGH-INTEREST RATE REDUCTION

Reduce your debt quicker and pay less interest on 

credit card debt or home mortgages – without 

increasing your monthly payments.  

 

UNIQUE BENEFITS

No other financial strategy allows for 

uninterrupted  compounding  growth 

while simultaneously investing cash 

elsewhere, making large capital 

purchases or paying down debt.

CONTACT USSchedule a Personal Consultation and Learn 
How Infinite Banking Can Work for You at:

www.IBC.guru

John Montoya
Founder - JLM Wealth Strategies
Infinite Banking® Authorized Practitioner



11960 Silvergate Drive, Suite 102

Dublin, California 94568

(925) 386-6639 / info@jlmws.com
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